Simple & Secure Online Voting for
Cooperatives and Credit Unions

BROCHURE

Our online voting solutions make planning and
organizing any coop or credit union election or
decision-making meeting simple and
cost-effective, all while boosting member
engagement.

Meeting Your Needs
Streamlined Events
Whether electing a new board of directors or conducting
a member survey, our online voting solutions simplify
every step of setting up and running any decision-making event so that even the most complicated is managed
with ease. Votes are cast with just a few simple clicks,
and results can be tabulated immediately.

Increased Participation
The core of coops and credit unions are their member
base. Allowing all members to participate conveniently
from anywhere, at any time, and on their own personal
devices helps boost turnout and overall engagement in
elections and decision-making processes, and can also
help ensure your quorum requirement is met.

KEY
BENEFITS:
Full accessibility: Voting
from any location, at any
time
Flexibility for all election,
vote or ballot types
Instant and accurate
results
Fully managed solutions
with no software
installation

Transparency and Trust
Our online voting solutions help foster and preserve
trust in both the electoral process and in leadership
decisions by allowing voters to verify that their votes
were correctly cast and counted. Each ballot is also protected by advanced encryption technology to guarantee
its security and integrity.

Scytl.us

Our Solutions
Invote

Online Voting for Any Election
Invote ensures a streamlined and secure electoral
process for elections of all kinds. Whether you are
electing a board of directors or representative delegates, Invote guarantees efficiency at all levels,
reducing costs and saving time every step of the
way. Every Invote election is protected with
end-to-end encryption and verifiability measures to
ensure both the security and transparency of the
voting process.

Meeting Manager

Live Online Voting for Decision-Making Meetings
Meeting Manager equips any decision-making
meeting with a live online voting channel, allowing
members or participants to cast votes on agenda
items in real time, either in-person or remotely. Ballots are cast from members’ personal devices and
are always backed by secure encryption technology,
and the entire system can be integrated with your
preferred video conferencing solution.

Invote was successfully utilized at the
Board of Directors and Credit Committee
Elections. Scytl consistently exceeded our
expectations by providing us with the
highest level of service throughout the
project. Our members clearly understood
their roles throughout the election process and provided positive feedback
about the Online Voting solution. I strongly recommend Scytl for any such future
projects.”
Find out more at: www.scytl.us | info@scytl.us

KEY
FEATURES:
Multi-device
support
Voting
confirmation
receipts
Two-Factor
Authentication
Vote encryption
Digital
Signatures
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